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DCS355D1

20V MAX* XR CORDLESS OSCILLATING MULTITOOL KIT
(5)
The DCS355D1 20V MAX* XR Lithium Ion Oscillating Multi-Tool Kit has a powerful brushless motor providing up to 57%
more run time over a similar brushed tool. This kit includes 28 popular cutting and sanding attachments to help complete a
variety of projects. The Quick-Change™ accessory system allows you to change blades quickly and easily, and with the
universal accessory adaptor, it's compatible with most oscillating tool accessories. The DUAL-GRIP™ Variable Speed
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FEATURES & SPECS
FEATURES
DEWALT® brushless motor delivers up to 57% more run time over brushed
Quick-Change™ accessory system allows blades and attachments to be changed quickly without wrenches

Dual-Grip™ variable speed trigger gives users ultimate speed and application control
Bright LED light illuminates dark work surfaces for accurate cutting
DEWALT Oscillating Tool Guide System allows users to set the depth or height for accurate repeatability
28-Piece DEWALT® accessory kit with storage box includes popular cutting and sanding attachments
Universal accessory adaptor for use with most oscillating tool accessory brands

SPECIFICATIONS
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

28 PIECES

BATTERY TYPE

20V MAX*

BLADE CHANGE

TOOL-FREE

KEYLESS ACCESSORY CHANGE

YES

LED LIGHT

YES

OSCILLATING ANGLE

1.6 °

OSCILLATIONS PER MINUTE

0-,20,000

OSCILLATIONS/MIN

0-20,000 OPM

POWER TOOL TYPE

CORDLESS

SYSTEM

20V MAX*

TOOL LENGTH

12.20 IN

TOOL WEIGHT

3.22 LBS

TOOL-FREE SYSTEM™ ACCESSORY CHANGE

YES

VARIABLE SPEED

YES

INCLUDES
DCS355 20V MAX* XR Oscillating Tool

(1) DCB203 20V MAX* XR Compact Li-Ion Battery
(2.0Ah)

DCB101 Charger

DEWALT Oscillating Tool Guide System

(1) Wood with nails blade

(1) Sanding pad

(25) Sheets of sand paper

Accessory storage box

Universal accessory adaptor

Contractor Bag

EXPLORE PRODUCTS

SIMILAR

SIMILAR

(7)
20V MAX* XR CORDLESS
OSCILLATING MULTI-TOOL (TOOL
ONLY)

(5)
OSCILLATING MULTI-TOOL KIT
DWE315K

DCS355B
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2015 NAPA DEWALT Q4 REBATE 10-1-2015
I BOUGHT
I GET
DCF889P2, DCF899P1, DCF899B, DCB205, DCF885B, OR
DCF899HP2, OR DCF899HB
DCD780B
DCK398HM2, DWV012, DW059K DCR006 OR DCB205
2, DWE1622K, DCK286D2,
DCK296M2, DCF889HM2,
DCF895M2, DCK255X, DCK251X,
DCK490L2, DCK455X, OR
DCK590L2
DCK211S2, DCK212S2,
DCL510, DCB090, OR
DCF813S2, OR DCT412S1
DCB127
DCS371P1, DCG412P2,
DCR006 OR DCB205
DCS380P1, DCF883M2,

BATTERIES &
CHARGERS

DCD780C2, DCF895D2,
DCS355D1, OR DCF880HM2
DWP849X, DWP849, DWV010,
DW293, OR DWE4887
DWE402, DWE4011, DW235G,
D26960K, 7424XP OR DW758
D55140, D55146, D55151,
D55167, OR D55154

DWE4012 OR D26453K
DWMT73808

DWMT70783,
DWMT70784, OR
DWMT70785
DWMT74271, DWMT70773L, OR DWMT73805
DWMT70774
DWMT70775, DWMT70776L,
DWHT10272
DWMT70777, DWMT70778,
DWMT70779, DWMT70780,
DWMT70781L, DWMT70782L,
DWMT70783, DWMT70784,
DWMT70785, or DWMT70786L
This offer is only available at participating authorized NAPA Tool & Equipment
retailers.
You must purchase a qualifying tool between October 1, 2015 and
December 31, 2015.
You claim must be postmarked on or before January 15,2016.
To receive your rebate you must include the following:
A redemption form completed in its entirety. Download the attached file located
at the end of this answer.
Original NAPA sales receipt(s) or sales invoice(s) dated between 10/01/2015
and 12/31/2015.Photo copies will not be accepted (except for RI residents). It is
recommended that you make a photo copy of all submitted materials for your
records. Note: To resolve any potential questions or issues regarding your
submission, you may be required to mail or fax these copies.
Original UPC barcode cut from the outside product packaging of the DEWALT
product purchased.
In a stamped envelope mail the above items to:
DEWALT
DWRP113
PO Box 42833
Towson, MD 21284
Please allow 57 weeks for delivery. To check the status of your rebate please
call 8664445290.
Thank you for your interest in DEWALT tools. It has been our pleasure to

provide this information. For additional details, disclaimers and exclusions
please read the fine print found on the rebate form.
EXPAND TO SEE ANSWER

?

WHAT GRIT SANDPAPER IS INCLUDED WITH THE DEWALT DCS355D1?
EXPAND TO SEE ANSWER
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WRITE YOUR REVIEW

6/12/2015

ninjaghost

DeWalt says it ALL, had others no compention!
Buy one because in the end if you don't you'll have to buy the cheaper ones more often
and pay for it. This drill the DCD780C2 comes with carrying case , two batteries, charge
station, and the best drill out there! I love my drill and the endless use points me to a
truth! Nothing beats a DeWalt cordless drill! Truth never Contradicts it's self! Point made,
just go buy the most Awesome Drill on the market, you will in the end save money and
time. Yellow and black baby Runs smooth and Awesome, Truly! Rate it out of 5 a big
10+! Now looking in to buy a bigger battery for this awesome product the best of the
best is not fair because it is my Only go to drill! Keep up the great work DeWalt!
PROS:
Just a Real Man's tool.
CONS:
There is none to post.

11/8/2014

c385cd48-ab36-4f9b-88bf-dfcb37e52d77

top tool
love the power in this tool. Have owned two other major brands and this one wins hands
down. Power and run time is incredible. I do high end remodeling and tools like this one
make it easy.
PROS:
brushless run time
CONS:
none

2/14/2014

c385cd48-ab36-4f9b-88bf-dfcb37e52d77

Best
Have owned three other brands of oscillating tools including the original Fein. For a
battery powered tool this thing will easily outrun ANY of the ones I owned in the past.
Very powerful, well designed as far as comfort and use. Dewalts batteries and brushless
motors cant be beat. LOVE IT..!!
PROS:
brushless-run time, tooless head
CONS:
N/A

2/1/2014

Bollinger660

Great tool for any job
I got the corded version from dremel for Christmas from my parents and used it a few
times and liked it. So I loaned it to a friend while I was remodeling my kids bath room (
not thinking I would need it). Man do I miss that tool. So I went to the local big box
hardware store and bought this tool already having the 20volt drill and impact gun. What
an awesome tool. I like it way better than my corded tool. Just feels great in your hand
and love the light on the end of the tools. I will not be in any hurry to get the other one
back. I have found that the blades are interchangeable from all the other brands so no
biggie. Great job dewalt keep up the good work
PROS:
Vey well thought out. Super useful
CONS:
1 battery only

11/3/2013

905c2cfa-4499-4761-a2e4-eb447624584d

Better than Expected - By a huge leap better
This tool has worked great for fine trim work on an old craftsman house, It is able to get
in really tight places, often by just adjusted the quick release, I can change the blade
angle and get the sweet cut painlessly. That quick-release along with the slow start
makes this product in a league of its' own.
By the way it can starts very slow but after it starts if you want super-slow just release
the variable trigger and the speed will drop down 2 more levels. I couldn't imagine using
the "other brands" 'dial speed' adjuster - the DeWalt Trigger adjust beasts the
competition hands down. By letting you change speed during a cut and adapt in realtime you get the perfect cut every time and that rocks!. The light is nice especially that it
stays on 15 seconds after you cut.
I have a ton of past projects that this would have been a perfect fit for - I wish this was
around a long time ago. It will be getting a lot of use in my future. I see it replacing
complicated (time consuming) complex cuts and many chisel and hammers
approaches. I bet that I can cut in half the time I spend with set up And still get the same
quality if not better quality with this tool. It operates very smoothly going into a cut, there
is not jumping around when you start. And when you want to move through material try
a slight back and forth movement (¼ inch) and you can haul. This tool also feels safe
and you may quickly became complacent… It hasn't happened yet but I would caution
myself not to burn my fingers readjusting the blade too quickly (wait a second for it to
cool).
PROS:
The variable speed can go slow down to allow the most delicate work, The quick
release tool from cutting to sanding, The light weight, grip is small and seems to fit my
hand very well
CONS:
This kit does not have half round blade like the corded kit, the kit picture didn't show
the limit guide on the box but it was included (could be a 'Pros')

COPYRIGHT© 2016 DEWALT. All Rights Reserved. The following are trademarks for one or more DEWALT Power Tools and
Accessories: The yellow and black color scheme; the "D"-shaped air intake grill; the array of pyramids on the handgrip; the kit box
configuration; and the array of lozenge-shaped humps on the surface of the tool.

